APC9-SD - ADVANCED POLICE CARBINE
9 x 19 mm
Based on the proven APC9, the APC9-SD is an extremely sophisticated design that will
enable the operator, anywhere under any circumstances, to deploy a fully suppressed
carbine or submachine gun while using standard 9 mm ammunition! Silent superiority.

The APC9-SD will minimize the “Murphy´s Law Factor” in your operations. Murphy’s Law (Anything that
can go wrong will go wrong) is an old military rule that applies to all modern military and police operations
worldwide in every country and under every situation. This is especially true when it comes to logistics.
The APC9-SD has been ingeniously designed to accept normal supersonic 9 mm FMJ and Hollow
Point ammunition (> 7.5 g / 115 grs) but will reduce the velocity of this bullet down to subsonic levels.
This makes having a stock of subsonic ammunition unnecessary and the risk of „Murphy“ interfering
in operations when stealth in covert operations is a requirement. This could be the shooting of street
lights, guard dogs, car tires and other forms of target interdiction.
The two loudest sources of noise when firing a weapon are greatly reduced by the
sophisticated design of the APC9-SD. One is the sound of the bullet breaking the
sound barrier. This is remedied by the holes which are ported on the base of the barrel
near the chamber. As part of the propelling gases escaping trough theses holes into the
suppressor, the bullet will not be accelerated to supersonic speed. The second are the hot propelling
gases leaving the muzzle of the weapon. This is prevented by the state-or-the-art suppressor integrated
on the APC9-SD.
The APC9-SD is the perfect solution when a deliberated and proven submachinegun is needed for any
kind of special operations.
Please see backside
for further details.

The holes in the barrel, directly in front of the chamber, reduce the pressure of the propelling gases. So normal supersonic ammuntion is slowed down to subsonic speed. No expensive subsonic ammunition needed.

The APC9-SD comes with an Aimpoint TL, three magazines (2 x 30, 1 x 15 rounds), a tactical sling, a fore
grip, a cleaning kit, an instruction manual and a polymer carry case. Other B&T accessories are available.

The APC9-SD can be equipped with different stocks in order to adapt the weapon to
the specific needs of the user and the mission.

APC9-SD SMG

APC9-SD Carbine

Item Number

BT-36024

BT-36023

Caliber

9 x 19 mm

9 x 19 mm

Operation

Select fire sub-machine
gun

Semiautomatic carbine

System

Closed bolt low recoil
blow back system

Closed bolt low recoil
blow back system

Magazines

Translucent polymer
magazine, 15, 20, 25,
30 round sizes

Translucent polymer
magazine, 15, 20,
25, 30 round sizes

Barrel Length

148 mm

148 mm

Weight Empty*

3,3 kg

3,3 kg

Length min./max.

532 mm / 768 mm

532 mm / 768 mm

Sound suppression

34 dB (A)

34 dB (A)

Primary Sighting
System

Aimpoint Micro TL red
dot sight

Aimpoint® Micro TL
red dot sight

Secondary
Sighting System

Flip-up emergency
sights, rear sight
adjustable

Flip-up emergency
sights, rear sight
adjustable

Rate of Fire

1000 rpm

Semiautomatic fire only

®

* Weight including Aimpoint, empty 30 round magazine, QD front grip.
All specifications are subject to change without prior notice. Data are
mean values and therefore not suitable acceptance criteria.
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